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Status
● Open

Subject
  Inter-user messages not filling correctly recipients when replying

Version
  18.x

Category
  • Error

Feature
  Inter-User messages

Resolution status
  New

Submitted by
  João Manso

Lastmod by
  João Manso

Rating
  ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 🌟

Description
  Hello!

  When replying to an Inter-user message, the recipient(s) username(s) appear apparently correct but when sending it will indicate:

  ERROR: No valid users to send the message

  As a bonus, the message will have been lost.

  To remedy, we have to either place the username between brackets () OR erase the last letter of the username and wait for the autocomplete to suggest the username. It will then send correctly.

  If you would like to replicate the issue, feel free to register at tiki.livrept.net

  Thanks for this and for all the hard work!
  João Manso
  LIVRE

  LIVRE is a political party founded in 2014. We are from Portugal.

Importance
  9

Easy to solve?
  9

Priority
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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